* 2 Large 40ft Studios with 15’
ceilings. Bright and full of
natural light.
* Large parents lobby with
viewing window, video
cameras, Wi , and chairs.
* Recreational classes &
competitive company
* Beginner to Pre-Professional

OUR MISSION

STUD IOS
O N MA IN

STUDIOS ON MAIN STRIVES TO PROVIDE A
PROFESSIONAL LEVEL EDUCATION IN A FUN
STRUCTURED ENVIRONMENT FOR
RECREATIONAL STUDENTS, WHILE
CHALLENGING COMPETITIVE STUDENTS. We
believe strongly in the performing arts and
preparing our students to enter the world
through hard work, dedication, and proper
technical education.

* Studios without columns
* Summer camps
* Teachers with Dance degree

Dance & Tumble
STUDIOS ON MAIN LLC

STUDIOSONMAINDANCE@GMAIL.COM

fi

www.studiosonmain.Net

510 MAIN ST
PENNSBURG PA 18073
215-679-4488
STUDIOSONMAIN.NET

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Ballet- Ages 6 & up
Ballet is the foundation of all dance forms.
Our program is based on the RAD syllabus
with elements of other ballet styles to ensure
a well-rounded dancer. Students will be
challenged in their studies to help push them
to progress in their classes. Mastery of certain
skills must be met for advancement. Students
will be instructed to follow proper ballet
etiquette in every class. Proper Technique will
be stressed in every class.

_____________________

Pointe (instructor placement only)
Training en pointe begins only after strong,
consistent ballet technique is developed, and
the dancers feet, legs and back have
sufficiently matured. Training will consist of
mastering certain technical elements before
beginning to learn classical variations.
Concurrent ballet training is required

Contemporary (lyrical) - Ages 7 & up
Contemporary dance employs systems and
methods found in modern dance and
postmodern dance. Contemporary dance
draws on modern dance techniques as well
as lyrical expressions of music. Concurrent
ballet training is required.
_________________________________
Modern- Age 9 & up
Modern dance will allow dancers to further
explore expression and freedom of movement
in a dynamic way. Classes will include the
techniques of Martha Graham, Jose Limon,
and Lester Horton. Improvisation activities will
be implemented into the class to help
stimulate individuality and creativity.
Concurrent ballet training required.
_________________________________
Jazz- Ages 6 & up
Jazz is a fun class and loved by many for its
upbeat and energetic class. This is a very
American form of dance based originally on
jazz music. Jazz incorporates elements of
ballet while emphasizing body lines, torso
flexibility, rhythm awareness, isolations and
fast, accurate footwork.
_________________________________
Tumble (floor gymnastics) - ages 4 & up
This is a class taught by gymnastic coaches.
They are taught gymnastic floor tumbling. We
have several levels of classes.
Recreational and Competitive Classes.

Preschool- age 2 1/2 - 4
An introductory class for ages 2 1/2- 4. This
class is pre-dance Song and dance class. We
introduce movement through songs. They
learn to skip, gallup, leap, turn and so much
more. We offer a Preschool Dance & Tumble
class as well.
____________________________________
Kinder Dance- ages 5/6
An introduction to dance for 5 and 6 year
olds. Time in class will be half ballet and half
jazz, with an emphasis on introductory
dance technique. We also introduce ballet
barre, turns and leaps. No changing of
shoes.
___________________________________
Hip Hop- ages 7 & up

This class is a fun alternative to technical
dance training. We use appropriate music
_________________________________

Tap- ages 4 & up
Traditional techniques are taught with an
introduction to a variety of styles. Tap dancing
develops a dancer's rhythm and timing,
enhances stretch in the knees and ankles. It
creates in the dancer a greater coordination,
speed and virtuosity. Rhythm and Sound are
stressed

_________________________________
Musical theater - ages 7 & up

This class develops acting and theater
skills using Broadway and children’s
theater repertoire. Students learn skits,
monologues, plays, voice technique,
theater terminology, dance and singing.
This class is great for the students
interested in school musicals, community
theater or for self confidence. This
programs produces their own production
at the end of the year.

